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Our philosophy

Utility, style, responsibility

The philosophy behind Crankk was formed – like many
of the best ideas – on a sunny day in a bar in the centre
of a city. After watching the cyclists, looking at what
they wore and how it affected their experience of the
bike, we realised there needed to be a brand with
products suited to their needs. We imagined apparel
that was uniquely associated with cycling, and with
the technical qualities to ensure comfort and casual
style.

The mix of utility and style is at the heart of Crankk’s
design philosophy. Whether on a bike or not, you will
love wearing Crankk clothes every day. If you do not
plan to use your bicycle do not worry, Crankk clothes
are as comfortable and stylish as any other non-cycling
casual apparel.

Each cycle ride needs the right attire. You wear
performance cycling gear when going for a 100km ride
on your road bike, but for a quick trip to meet friends
in a bar or café you wear casual clothes. The problem
is your regular street clothes are probably not that
comfortable to ride in – especially on a longer route.
We spent a lot of time checking what urban cyclists
wear. It turned out that there are no products that
strike a balance between the functionality of cycling
clothing and fashionable design.
When we created Crankk we wanted to mix the
advantages of professional cycling outfits and urban
fashion. Our products are a unique combination of both
worlds. On one hand you feel comfortable conquering
the urban jungle, and on the other you’ll fit perfectly
into current trends.

We love working with cycling enthusiasts like ourselves,
and with those who understand and define current
trends. All our products are carefully designed and
contain unique graphics created by Caleb Kozlowski,
a design director (and cycling enthusiast) working
in San Francisco.
Crankk products are made in Europe with the very best
eco-friendly materials. At each stage of production we
pay special attention to the quality and look of the final
piece. Our range is getting bigger all the time, so you
can have something awesome to wear, on your bike
or off, for any occasion, whatever the weather.

RENNER
Cotton denim shirt ideal for cycling, but sharp enough for a meet-up in the pub or a day at work. The option to roll up
the sleeves makes it a perfect, versatile choice for warmer days.

RENNER shirt, STRAAT pants

RENNER - cotton denim shirt ideal for cycling, but sharp enough for a meet-up in the pub or a day at work.

COURSE - women pants made from incredibly soft denim. The pad is easy to remove changing the pants into casual apparel. Rolling up the leg reveals a reflective print, increasing your safety
on the road after dark. Each pair comes with a high-quality cycling pad and the whole lot comes packaged in a cotton Crankk bag.

RENNER - the option to roll up the sleeves makes it a perfect, versatile choice for warmer days.
98% Cotton, 2% Elastane / High-quality embroidery and prints / Machine washable / Available in S, M, L sizes

RENNER for Him

KISSMISS for Her

Dark Blue

Light Blue

Dark Blue

S / M / L

S / M / L

98% Cotton, 2% Elastane
High-quality embroidery and prints
Machine washable

98% Cotton, 2% Elastane
High-quality embroidery and prints
Machine washable

RENNER SIZE CHART

S

KISSMISS SIZE CHART

M

L

S

M

L

Chest width (W) cm

55 cm

57 cm

59 cm

Chest width (W) cm

48 cm

50 cm

52 cm

Lenght (L) cm

71 cm

73 cm

75 cm

Lenght (L) cm

71 cm

73 cm

75 cm

Chest width (W) in

21 in

22 in

23 in

Chest width (W) in

18 in

19 in

20 in

Lenght (L) in

28 in

29 in

30 in

Lenght (L) in

28 in

29 in

30 in

STRAAT
Pants designed for conquering the urban jungle. Their universal
fit makes them ideal for a laid-back bike tour, as well as a meeting
with friends or a day at work. A cleverly hidden section in the
seat of these classic-cut shorts is there to hold a professional
standard cycling pad, for that extra bit of comfort on a long day

in the saddle. The pad is easy to remove, so you can switch
between serious cycling and super-casual in seconds. Rolling up
the leg reveals a reflective print, increasing your safety on the
road after dark. Each pair comes with a high-quality cycling pad
and the whole lot comes packaged in a cotton Crankk bag.

HIM: STRAAT pants, LOMBARDIA T-shirt / HER: COURSE pants, LOVE T-shirt

STRAAT - 98% Cotton, 2% Elastane / Durable YKK zip lock / Subtle inner ‘holder’ for cycling pad (included) / Reflective elements on the inside of pant leg / High-quality embroidery and accessories
Simple, classic cut / Do not require special dry cleaning / Additional interior pocket for coins or your mobile phone / Stylish and elegant / Fully breathable / Available in S, M, L sizes

STRAAT pants - for him

Beige

Brown

Dark Red

Blue

Navy

Black

S / M / L
98% Cotton, 2% Elastane
Durable YKK zip lock
Subtle inner ‘holder’ for cycling pad (included)
Reflective tape on the inside of pant legs
High-quality embroidery and accessories
Simple, classic cut
Do not require special dry cleaning
Additional interior pocket for coins or your mobile phone
Stylish and elegant
Fully breathable

STRAAT SIZE CHART

S

M

L

Waist (W) cm

86 cm

91 cm

96 cm

Inseam (L) cm

80 cm

80 cm

80 cm

Waist (W) in

32 in

34 in

36 in

Inseam (L) in

32 in

32 in

32 in

PLAKKER
Throw on this PLAKKER hoodie on cooler days or for evening escapades providing protection against cold. A reflective print
on the back increases your safety on the road after dark. High-quality embroidery will make you stand out from the crowd.

PLAKKER - 92% cotton, 8% polyester / High-quality embroidery and prints / Machine washable / Available in S, M, L sizes

PLAKKER Hoodie - for Her, for Him

Black

Grey

PLAKKER SIZE CHART
S / M / L
Unique high quality embroidery
92% cotton; 8% polyester
Be seen at night thanks to reflective detailing
Machine washable

S

M

L

Chest width (W) cm

52 cm

55 cm

58 cm

Lenght (L) cm

66 cm

68 cm

70 cm

Chest width (W) in

20 in

21 in

22 in

Lenght (L) in

25 in

26 in

27 in

BASIC
T-shirt that proudly displays our logo. Made with 100% planet-friendly cotton and organic dyes. A reflective print on the back
of the T-shirt increases your safety on the road after dark.

HIM: DRAAI shorts, BASIC T-shirt / HER: COURSE pants, LOVE T-shirt, BAG

ÉTAPE pants made from incredibly soft denim, which works perfectly when cycling in warmer weather.

COURSE for Her

PISTE for Her

Navy

Light Blue

S / M / L

S / M / L

98% cotton; 2% elastane
High-quality embroidery and prints
Machine washable
Durable YKK zip lock
Subtle inner ‘holder’ for cycling pad (included)
Reflective tape on the inside of pant legs

98% cotton; 2% elastane
High-quality embroidery and prints
Machine washable
Durable YKK zip lock
Subtle inner ‘holder’ for cycling pad (included)

COURSE SIZE CHART

S

M

PISTE SIZE CHART

L

S

M

L

Waist (W) cm

74 cm

78 cm

82 cm

Waist (W) cm

74 cm

78 cm

82 cm

Inseam (L) cm

84 cm

84 cm

84 cm

Inseam (L) cm

24 cm

24 cm

24 cm

Waist (W) in

28 in

30 in

32 in

Waist (W) in

28 in

30 in

32 in

Inseam (L) in

33 in

33 in

33 in

Inseam (L) in

9,4 in

9,4 in

9,4 in

COURSE - pants made from incredibly soft denim, which works perfectly when cycling. A cleverly hidden section in the seat of these classic-cut shorts is there to hold a professional-standard cycling
pad, for that extra bit of comfort on a long day in the saddle. The pad is easy to remove, so you can switch between serious cycling and super-casual in seconds. Rolling up the leg reveals a reflective
print, increasing your safety on the road after dark. Each pair comes with a high-quality cycling pad and the whole lot comes packaged in a cotton Crankk bag.
BAG - purely ecological bag made of 100% cotton with our logo and “Share the road” philosophy.

LOVE - this shirt is a confession of the passion we have for cycling. Made with 100% planet-friendly cotton and organic dyes.
A reflective print on the back of the T-shirt increases your safety on the road after dark.

T-shirt for Her

LOVE Pink

LOVE Grey

LOVE Black

BASIC Grey

BASIC Black

S / M / L

S / M / L

S / M / L

S / M / L

S / M / L

This LOVE T-shirt is a confession of the passion we have for cycling. Made with 100% planet-friendly cotton and organic dyes.
A reflective print on the back of the T-shirt increases your safety on the road after dark.

T-shirt that proudly displays our logo. Made with 100% planet-friendly cotton and organic dyes.
A reflective print on the back of the BASIC T-shirt increases your safety on the road after dark.

T-shirt SIZE CHART

Unique design, inspired by our love for cycling
100% organic cotton
Organic dyes give great breathability
Be seen at night thanks to reflective detailing
Machine washable

S

M

L

Chest width (W) cm

42 cm

44 cm

46 cm

Lenght (L) cm

59 cm

61 cm

61 cm

Chest width (W) in

16,5 in

17 in

17,5 in

Lenght (L) in

23 in

24 in

24 in

MUUR
A pair of pants that are ideal for a bike ride in warmer weather,
or a walk along city boulevards. A cleverly hidden section in the
seat of these classic-cut shorts is there to hold a professional
standard cycling pad, for that extra bit of comfort on a long day

in the saddle. The pad is easy to remove, so you can switch
between serious cycling and super-casual in seconds. Each pair
comes with a high-quality cycling pad and the whole lot comes
packaged in a cotton Crankk bag.

STRAAT shorts, BASIC T-shirt

MUUR - 98% Cotton, 2% Elastane / Durable YKK zip lock / Subtle inner ‘holder’ for cycling pad (included) / High-quality embroidery and accessories
Simple, classic cut / Do not require special dry cleaning / Additional interior pocket for coins or your mobile phone / Stylish and elegant / Fully breathable / Available in S, M, L sizes

DRAAI shorts, BASIC T-shirt

DRAAI - military, courier-style shorts for urban soldiers.

MUUR shorts - for him

DRAAI cargo shorts - for him

100% Cotton
Durable YKK zip lock
Subtle inner ‘holder’ for cycling pad (included)
Oversized pockets so you can leave the backpack at home
High-quality embroidery and accessories
Additional interior pocket for coins or your mobile phone
Simple, classic cut
Do not require special dry cleaning
Stylish and elegant
Fully breathable

Beige

Brown

Dark Red

Blue

Camouflage

MUUR SIZE CHART

S / M / L
98% Cotton, 2% Elastane
Durable YKK zip lock
Subtle inner ‘holder’ for cycling pad (included)
High-quality embroidery and accessories
Additional interior pocket for coins
or your mobile phone
Simple, classic cut
Do not require special dry cleaning
Stylish and elegant
Fully breathable

S

M

L

Waist (W) cm

86 cm

91 cm

96 cm

Inseam (L) cm

28 cm

28 cm

28 cm

Waist (W) in

32 in

34 in

36 in

Inseam (L) in

11 in

11 in

11 in

DRAAI SIZE CHART

Navy

Black

S

M

L

Waist (W) cm

86 cm

91 cm

96 cm

Inseam (L) cm

34 cm

34 cm

34 cm

Waist (W) in

32 in

34 in

36 in

Inseam (L) in

13 in

13 in

13 in

T-shirt
Made with 100% planet-friendly cotton and organic dyes. A reflective print on the back of the T-shirt increases your safety on the road after dark.

HER: COURSE pants, LOVE T-shirt, PLAKKER hoodie / HIM: MUUR shorts, BASIC T-shirt

LOMBARDIA - inspired by authentic cycling posters from the ‘60s and ‘70s, updated with
an original cut and finish. Made with 100% planet-friendly cotton and organic dyes.
A reflective print on the back of the T-shirt increases your safety on the road after dark.

ROUBAIX - take on anything in this retro T-shirt, paying homage to the never give up
attitude of the pros who take on the cobbled Classics. Made with 100% planet-friendly
cotton and organic dyes. A reflective print on the back of the T-shirt increases
your safety on the road after dark.

T-shirt for him

BASIC Grey

BASIC Black

LOMBARDIA Grey

LOMBARDIA Black

ROUBAIX Grey

ROUBAIX Black

S / M / L / XL

S / M / L / XL

S / M / L / XL

S / M / L / XL

S / M / L / XL

S / M / L / XL

T-shirt that proudly displays
our logo. Made with 100% planetfriendly cotton and organic dyes.
A reflective print on the back
of the BASIC T-shirt increases your
safety on the road after dark.

Inspired by authentic cycling
posters from the ‘60s and ‘70s,
updated with an original cut
and finish. Made with 100% planetfriendly cotton and organic dyes.
A reflective print on the back of the
T-shirt increases your safety
on the road after dark.

Take on anything in this retro
ROUBAIX T-shirt, paying homage
to the never give up attitude
of the pros who take on the cobbled
Classics. Made with 100% planetfriendly cotton and organic dyes.
A reflective print on the back of the
T-shirt increases your safety
on the road after dark.
T-shirt SIZE CHART

Unique design
100% organic cotton
Organic dyes give great breathability
Be seen at night thanks to reflective detailing
Machine washable

S

M

L

XL

Chest width (W) cm

50 cm

52 cm

54 cm

57 cm

Lenght (L) cm

69 cm

71 cm

73 cm

75 cm

Chest width (W) in

20 in

20 in

21 in

22 in

Lenght (L) in

27 in

28 in

29 in

30 in

In cooperation with Ass Savers we created a mudguard for rail saddles, with a unique Crankk graphic design. The ASS SAVER is a breeze to mount and once in place, it stays in place.
When not in use, it can be folded up and stored underneath your seat, ready to be deployed the next time you are caught out in a shower.

100% recyclable polypropylene / Weight: 15 grams / Measures: 340 x 100 mm

ASS SAVER Mudguard

Reflective CRANKK Band

CRANKK Bag

In cooperation with Ass Savers we created
a mudguard for rail saddles with unique Crankk
graphic design. ASS SAVER is a breeze to mount
and once in place, it stays in place. When not in use,
it can be folded up and stored underneath your seat,
ready to be deployed the next time you are caught
out in a shower.

Reflective snap band with Crankk logo and graphics
corresponding with the designs used in our collection.
Besides increasing your safety it can also be used
to prevent your trousers from flapping.

Purely ecological bag made of 100% cotton
with our logo and “Share the road” philosophy.

100% recyclable polypropylene
Weight: 15 grams
Measures: 340 x 100 mm

Highly reflective and lightweight
Measures: 340 x 30 mm

Contact us: info@crankk.eu / www.crankk.eu / facebook.com/crankk.eu / instagram.com/crankkwear

